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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

STANDING (from left to right): Ronald Chibwe, Lloyd Mhishi, Godwin Dube, Tafadzwa Madoro, Godfrey Nyadongo, Lincoln Bhila
SEATED: Bornface Machuwaire, Fiona Ndlovu, Sylvester Matshaka, Tavengwa Mukuhlani (chairman), Maureen Kuchocha, Arthur Maposa

T

avengwa Mukuhlani was
unanimously voted in for a
second four-year term as
Zimbabwe Cricket (ZC) board
chairman during the elective annual general meeting (AGM) held
in Victoria Falls on 14 June 2019.
Sylvester Matshaka was retained as Mukuhlani’s deputy.
In line with the ZC constitution,
the 10 provincial cricket associations gathered as an electoral col-
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lege and first elected seven members of the board from among
themselves.
The seven provinces that made
it onto the ZC board are Harare
Metropolitan (Tafadzwa Madoro),
Bulawayo Metropolitan (Godwin
Dube), Mashonaland West (Ronald Chibwe), Manicaland (Godfrey
Nyadongo), Matabeleland North
(Fiona Ndlovu), Matabeleland
South (Arthur Maposa) and Masv-

ingo (Bornface Machuwaire).
The provinces then elected
onto the board five people chosen on the basis of their specialist skills: Mukuhlani, Matshaka,
Lincoln Bhila, Maureen Kuchocha
and Lloyd Mhishi.
Afterwards, the new board
members met in accordance with
the ZC constitution and elected a
chairman and deputy from among
themselves.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Tavengwa Mukuhlani

H

aving ended as badly as it started, the period
under review has without any doubt been Zimbabwe Cricket (ZC)’s annus horribilis.
From the game teetering on the brink of collapse
to a global health crisis on a scale not seen in over a
century, 2019-20 will surely go down in history as a
massive write-off.
Yet not everything was lost.
Perhaps the biggest irony of our lifetime, the very
same horrible year saw us making huge strides towards making ZC debt-free.
At the close of the just-ended financial year, we
had whittled the US$27-million legacy debt down
to US$1-million, in the process breaking the chains
that had enslaved our organisation to an unending
cycle of financial troubles.
The repaid amounts included the US$3 million
obligation to the International Cricket Council (ICC)
as well as the loans worth up to $10 million that
were housed under the Zimbabwe Asset Management Company (ZAMCO).
You will probably recall that when I was first elected as ZC chairman in 2015, I made it clear that my
board’s top priority would be to address our game’s
perennial viability challenges and to forge a sustainable financial and cricket future for our country.
That required us to implement an intricate debt
resolution plan which ultimately saw us engaging
ZAMCO to assume ZC’s debts which had been choking the organisation because of high interest rates.
Under the arrangement, we were supposed to
settle the ZAMCO obligations by 2023 but, as we
take stock of the period under review, I am proud
to report that – a whole three years earlier – ZC is
nearly debt-free!
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Perhaps the biggest irony
of our lifetime, the very same
horrible year saw us making
huge strides towards making
ZC debt-free
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ZC chairman Tavengwa Mukuhlani and ZC executives with ICC chief executive Manu Sawhney and ICC commercial general manager Campbell Jamieson before the start of their meeting at Harare Sports Club

This would not have been possible without the
commitment, hard work and massive sacrifices
made by our management and staff who had to face
layoffs, take pay cuts and operate within shoe-string
budgets to ensure cricket continued being played at
all levels.
In all this, the support of the ICC, the government
of Zimbabwe and the Sports and Recreation Commission (SRC) has been crucial and we are hugely
indebted to all of them.
Settling the legacy debt has very much laid the
ground for the future – a future where ZC will not
struggle to pay staff and player salaries; a future
where our core business will thrive and see us consistently qualifying for and doing well in major global
tournaments and series.
Sadly, 2019-20 will always be remembered for
the wrong reasons.
As you are well aware, the ICC suspended Zimbabwe’s membership on 18 July 2019 over what the
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world body had deemed as government interference
in our affairs.
This came as a result of the decision by the SRC
to suspend the entire ZC board soon after our last
elective annual general meeting (AGM) on 14 June
2019 – held in accordance with every letter of the
ZC constitution – and replace it with an interim committee.
The ICC viewed the whole move as government
interference, which is against the world body’s rules,
and in turn suspended Zimbabwe’s membership.
The ICC directed that the elected board led by myself be reinstated to office within three months, and
progress in this respect was to be considered again
at the next ICC board meeting in October.
Needless to say, the consequences of suspension were dire, with ICC funding to ZC frozen and
representative teams from Zimbabwe not allowed to
take part in any ICC events.
That inevitably saw us missing out on both the
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Chingoka will forever live on
in our memories and in what
all of us have become
because of him

women’s and men’s ICC T20 World Cup Qualifier
2019 tournaments, while we also had four of our
women cricketers, as well as their coach, being withdrawn from an ICC global development programme
that they were supposed to be part of in the United
Kingdom.
Players and staff had to bear the brunt of the suspension as they had to go for almost six months without their salaries and match fees, while the uncertainty surrounding the local game and their means
of livelihood surely hit them hard.
Any further sanctions would have signalled the
death of cricket in our country.
However, following constructive engagement
between all parties, on 8 August the SRC lifted the
suspension of the ZC board and its acting managing
director, Givemore Makoni, paving the way for the reinstatement of ZC’s membership of the ICC.
Subsequently, the ICC reinstated ZC on 14 October, with all our rights as a full member restored.
That outcome was the result of meetings involving ICC chairman Shashank Manohar, ICC chief executive Manu Sawhney, Youth, Sport, Arts and Recreation Minister Kirsty Coventry, SRC chairman Gerald
Mlotshwa and myself.
I wish to extend ZC’s gratitude to all of them for
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their efforts and support that ultimately ensured
Zimbabwe’s membership was reinstated.
We are also grateful to the ICC and fellow boards
for their support for ZC and our cricket.
Let me also take this opportunity, on behalf of
the ZC board, to say thank you to our staff and players, as well as their families, for remaining supportive and committed to the organisation and our game
during such a trying period.
While our game was facing the biggest threat to
its existence, on 22 August we were plunged into
mourning following the death of our illustrious pioneer, ZC honorary life president Peter Chingoka.
He passed on at the age of 65 after a short illness.
His was an innings well played, committing almost his entire life to transforming what was once
a minority sport into a truly national game played,
run and enjoyed by all regardless of race, ethnicity,
culture, religion, gender or social status.
The first black Zimbabwean cricketer to play at
a high level, Chingoka went on
to serve as ZC chairman from
1992 to 2014, working selflessly and tirelessly to develop and elevate the game
of cricket in Zimbabwe to
world-class standard.
Well-regarded internationally as an administrator,
his dedication to the game of
cricket is well-documented.
The global cricket family
is certainly honoured and fortunate to have benefitted from
his visionary leadership
and hard work.
Chingoka
will
forever
live on in our
memories
and in what
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all of us have become because of him.
Befittingly, we renamed the Chairman’s Enclosure at Harare Sports Club in honour of the late icon.
In April, death struck the cricket fraternity again
as we also lost John Harcourt du Preez, affectionately known as Jackie, a former national team leg-spinner who also played two Tests for South Africa during
Zimbabwe’s pre-independence years.
Jono Clarke, an opening or number three batsman for the national team in the pre-independence
era, also passed away in June this year.
May the souls of all the dearly departed rest in
peace.
When we thought the worst was over, then came
the coronavirus pandemic that plunged the world
into a crisis like no other, with millions infected and
hundreds of thousands succumbing to the respiratory disease.
The pandemic caused the most significant disruption to the worldwide sporting calendar since World
War II that saw international series being postponed
and major tournaments being thrown into doubt.
For us, it was a devastating blow, messing up
what would have been a fairly busy calendar for Zimbabwe – something we desperately needed after enduring a terrible start to 2019/20.
At the time of writing this report, the novel virus
had forced us to postpone the six-match men’s series against Ireland that we were meant to host in
April, while the home series versus Afghanistan and
India, originally scheduled for June and August, were
still hanging in the balance.
For the first time in more than two decades, ZC
was set to host not just one but two English county
teams in March.
But soon after Derbyshire and Durham landed in
the country to play across three formats in matches
against local select opposition in Bulawayo and Harare respectively, the historic tour had to be cut short
as the COVID-19 or coronavirus outbreak escalated.
Having gone for more than a year without any action, the Zimbabwe senior women’s team were look-
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ing forward to participating in a quadrangular series
in Thailand before proceeding to the ICC Women’s
Cricket World Cup Qualifier 2020 scheduled for July
in Sri Lanka – both events had to be postponed.
Domestic cricket was not spared either.
Our premier domestic competitions, which were
well underway before the government suspended all
sporting activities as part of nationwide restrictions
aimed at curbing the spread of the coronavirus, were
originally supposed to be completed by the end of
April.
But as the pandemic continued to ravage the
world, we were left with no other choice but to annul
the 2019/20 domestic season.
This meant our first-class competition, the Logan
Cup, and the List A contest, the Pro50 Championship,
had been voided, with no winners being declared.
Inevitable as it was, that summed up a largely forgettable year in which the encouraging performances by Zimbabwe at the ICC Under-19 Cricket World
Cup in January have now been reduced to mere footnotes.
Not many will remember too the gallant show put
on by the senior men’s team in the home Test series
against Sri Lanka.
Yet we have every reason to look forward with
hope, having made key resolutions that clearly indicate our desire to strengthen our cricket across all
levels while also improving the game administratively.
The appointment of Hamilton Masakadza as ZC’s
director of cricket was one of the key decisions we
made and we have already seen encouraging signs
since he assumed the newly created role.
The board also endorsed Sean Williams as Zimbabwe’s substantive Test captain, while Chamu
Chibhabha was named as the limited-overs interim
skipper.
We also put in place a new men’s selection panel,
with former Zimbabwe international David Mutendera coming in as the convener and the other selectors
being Gavin Ewing, Shepherd Makunura and Prosper
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Utseya.
Another key resolution saw the establishment of
a three-member national women’s selection panel
comprising former Zimbabwe international cricket
players Julia Chibhabha (convener), Thando Mlilo
and Emily Njinjika.
The board also approved the payment of an allowance to cushion non-contracted women players
of national interest.
In another highlight of the year, we had the pleasure of hosting ICC chief executive Manu Sawhney
who visited Harare in February in the company of ICC
commercial general manager Campbell Jamieson to
hold preliminary discussions with ZC on the hosting
of ICC events in the period from 2023 to 2031.
As ZC, we are looking to bid for more ICC events
after successfully hosting the ICC Cricket World Cup
Qualifier 2018 and the ICC Women’s Qualifier Africa
2019.
During our meeting with the ICC top brass, we
also took the opportunity to discuss the strategic
business, financial and cricket plan that ZC and the
ICC have been working on together since 2018.
In conclusion, I would like to reiterate that the
ground for the future has been laid and we intend
to build on the successes that we have already
achieved.
But as we give ourselves a little pat on the back
for the strides we made during the period under review, we have to remain alive to the reality that much
more still has to be done to ensure we have a robust
and efficient ZC capable of making our game competitive and Zimbabwe a force to reckon with on the
global stage across all formats.
And all that can only be possible if all of us remain focused and continue working hard towards
attaining our goals as an organisation.
Personally, I have been fortunate to be part of a
strong board and to oversee a team of management
and staff committed to ensuring our success both on
and off the field.
As an organisation, we are also indebted to the
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ZC director of cricket Hamilton Masakadza

ICC, fellow ICC member boards, the government, the
sports ministry, the SRC, local banks and auditing
firms as well as all our sponsors for their support –
be it financial, material, non-material, moral, legal or
technical.
We are also grateful for the support of the spouses, families and friends of the Zimbabwe cricket
fraternity, the parents, teachers, volunteers and the
many members of the public who form the fan base.
Thank you.
Together as one, we can only look to the future
with hope and great expectations.
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One for
the future
. . . Wesley
Madhevere
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Givemore Makoni

A

fter lurching from one catastrophe to another,
I was tempted to turn this report into a eulogy grieving the death of a year that ripped the
heart out of our game, shattered dreams and shook
our systems to the core.
But having successfully navigated a 2019/20
that threw suspension, financial troubles, a deadly virus and everything bad at us, I find pleasure in
reflecting on how ZC managed to cope with such a
myriad of challenges to emerge in a much stronger
position.
Indeed, the beauty of the mess – an oxymoron
if ever there was one – was our ability to make the
most of the difficult situation.
Take our domestic cricket for example.
As we all know, domestic competitions are seen
by the cricket world as the barometer of the game’s
health.
Yet there we were at the start of the 2019/20
season without the funds to take care of player salaries, allowances, accommodation, transport or
meals.
Neither did we have the money to buy practice
and playing kit as well as balls and other equipment
for the teams.
With the ICC having frozen funding to ZC, our facilities were in disarray, with grass overgrown and
the wickets needing lots of work.
But, as the old adage goes, adversity is the mother of all invention.
Getting our workforce to report for duty despite
going for months without their salaries was the least
of our challenges – they are a committed lot and they
did not even need any nudging to save our domestic
season which was in serious danger of imploding.
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The beauty of the
mess – an oxymoron if ever
there was one – was our
ability to make the most of
the difficult situation
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We scrounged around for fuel and
in no time the grounds were ready
and the players practising, without worrying about whether they
would get contracts or not.
Next, we had to sort out accommodation and meals.
In what turned out to be a masterstroke, we moved out of our
Maiden Drive headquarters and
turned the offices into a boarding
facility for the travelling teams.
Needless to say, we saved
thousands of dollars – which we
did not have anyway – that would
have been spent on team accommodation.
To have the administration
moving to Harare Sports Club
was also a brilliant idea that will
ensure our major international
venue constantly gets the close
attention that it deserves.
Instead of hiring catering services as had been the norm over
the years, we brought in our own
chef and the in-house meals
saved us thousands – again money that we did not have.
Anyone who watched our domestic matches, be it in the Logan Cup or Pro50 Championship,
would not have imagined we faced
such seemingly insurmountable
challenges to get the competitions going.
So exciting and competitive
was the first-class tournament
that 11 centuries and 23 fifties
were scored in 14 matches.
It’s such a big shame that we
had to void the season because of
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ZC acting managing director Givemore Makoni handing over the donations to Chinyaradzo
Children’s Home representative Mrs Mpofu

the coronavirus pandemic.
The premier domestic competitions – which were well underway
before the government suspended all sporting activities as part
of nationwide restrictions aimed
at curbing the spread of the novel virus that is ravaging the world
– were originally supposed to be
completed by the end of April.
But seeing what was happening in our country and elsewhere
across the world, it was not realistic for us to expect our competitions to resume anytime soon.
Therefore, we decided to void
the 2019/20 season, with no winner declared for any of the competitions as teams had not played an
equal number of games when the
campaign was curtailed.
While there was no winner on
the field of play, the determination
that saw us managing to stage

our domestic games in the face of
such challenges clearly made the
game the winner.
A few months earlier, such willpower had seen us embarking on
a tour of Bangladesh and Singapore at a time ZC was suspended
and barred from participating in
all ICC-sanctioned events.
Desperate to keep our game
alive and to uplift our players’ broken spirits, we made that tour a
reality thanks to our resourcefulness and good relations with the
Bangladesh Cricket Board.
All the while, the Zimbabwe
Under-19s had continued with
their preparations for the ICC Under-19 Cricket World Cup 2020 as
if all was well.
Parents
and
guardians
stepped in to provide training kit,
food, water and transport to ensure the boys remained focused
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on the job at hand.
When it came to the biennial global youth tournament itself, our Under-19s put in gutsy and inspiring
feats that we were all proud of.
On the evidence of their impressive performances in South Africa, I can safely say an exciting future
is on the horizon for our cricket.
One of the Under-19 stars, Wesley Madhevere,
has already been blooded into the senior men’s
team, making his bow in international cricket for
Zimbabwe with some outstanding performances in
Bangladesh.
We also have the same high hopes for our women’s cricket.
Despite seeing their dreams shattered and being
denied lifetime opportunities, the ladies remained in
high spirits, holding training camps and organising
development tournaments and practice matches
throughout the year.
They have conquered Africa over the past few
years and I’m confident they will give fans more to
cheer as they gun for their place on the global stage.
Another major highlight of the period under review has to be the tour to Zimbabwe by two English
county teams – the first time it was happening in
more than two decades!
Having accepted our invitation, Derbyshire and
Durham visited our country to play across three formats in matches against local select opposition in
Bulawayo and Harare respectively.
It’s a pity that tour was cut short by the COVID-19
pandemic as both teams had to fly back home after
only one match was completed.
Looking on the bright side, we believe the tour
marked the beginning of a new chapter that will
hopefully see more English county teams touring
Zimbabwe as that will go a long way in preparing our
players for the rigours of high-level and international
cricket.
Meanwhile, we embarked on a massive disinfection and cleaning exercise in an effort to prevent the
spread of COVID-19 at all ZC facilities and workplaces across the country.
Apart from disinfecting its premises around the
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country, ZC will be conducting body temperature
screening at all stadium and office entry points as
well as supplying all its employees and players with
masks and hand sanitisers.
ZC has also been running a coronavirus awareness campaign for its staff as well as for the public
through national television and social media platforms.
On the corporate social responsibility front, ZC
extended a helping hand to Chinyaradzo Children’s
Home in Harare, Entembeni Old People’s Home as
well as Percy Ibbotson Remand Home and Hostel in
Bulawayo by disinfecting their premises and donating COVID-19 essentials such as toilet rolls, hand sanitisers, disenfectants, vitamin C tablets and paracetamol syrup.
We also donated similar items to Wilkins and
Thorngrove infectious diseases hospitals, being the
major coronavirus isolation centres in Harare and
Bulawayo respectively.
By ending the year on such a note, we can only
look forward with hope.
The difficulties we faced – and conquered – in
2019/20 could only prepare us for a better future.
In closing, I would like to thank all stakeholders –
the fans, the parents, the volunteers, the provinces,
our sponsors, the media, the government, the ICC,
fellow member boards, the banks and service providers – for their continued loyalty and support.
On our part, we remain committed to prudently
managing this business in order to create long-term
value.
To the ZC team – from our Chairman Tavengwa
Mukuhlani, the Board of Directors, the executive
team, to each and every player and employee – I
thank you for your guidance and support and doing
so much more than just simply showing up to work
each day.
Your commitment and initiative are truly humbling and I remain grateful for your unstinting effort.
Thank you!
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Masakadza
signs off
in style

H

aving made history in July
2001 by becoming the
youngest player in the world
to score a century on Test debut,
it was only befitting that captain
Hamilton Masakadza signed off
from international cricket in style.
And he did just that by leading
Zimbabwe to their first Twenty20
international (T20I) win over Afghanistan with a blistering knock
of 71 off 42 balls on 20 September 2019!
That was 6 627 days – or 18
years, one month and 22 days –
since Masakadza, a schoolboy
aged 17 years and 354 days,
scored 119 against the West Indies in his very first taste of Test
and indeed international cricket.
A year earlier, in 2000, he had
not only become the youngest
Zimbabwean ever to score a first-
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class century, but also the first
black player in Zimbabwe to do so.
Many more records were to follow in his decorated career, spanning nearly two decades.
Masakadza bowed out of international cricket as Zimbabwe’s
most-capped player with 293
matches across all formats.
He played 38 Tests in which he
scored 2 223 runs, including five
centuries and eight fifties.
Masakadza also played 209
ODI matches, scoring 5 658 runs,
including five centuries and 34 fifties.
His swansong on the big stage
was his 66th T20I – he amassed
1 662 runs, including 11 fifties, in
the shortest format of the game in
Zimbabwe colours.
“Throughout my international
career . . . it has always been about

giving everything to the team, playing with dignity and upholding the
spirit of the game,” he said as he
announced his retirement.
“It has not been an easy road
and I have failed at times, but I
have never stopped trying.
“That’s what makes it sad for
me to leave, but I can do so with
pride and a big smile on my face
knowing I have given everything to
the game and my nation.”
Masakadza has since been appointed as ZC’s director of cricket,
a newly created role designed to
transform the game both on and
off the field.
In his new job, the former
Zimbabwe captain is responsible
for defining policy, strategy and
programmes of “best practice”
throughout all aspects of the ZC
cricket pathway.
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DOMESTIC CRICKET: LOGAN CUP

Eagles and Mountaineers players line up to give Trevor Garwe a guard of honour in his final top-class match

T

he coronavirus pandemic forced ZC to void the
2019/20 domestic season, which means the
first-class competition had no winner declared.
The Logan Cup was already underway before
the government suspended all sporting activities in
March as part of nationwide restrictions aimed at
curbing the spread of the novel virus.
Despite losing two of their stalwarts in Hamilton
Masakadza and Forster Mutizwa who both retired
before the start of the season, Mountaineers had
started off the 2019/20 campaign as the favourites
to lift the first-class silverware for what would have
been an historic fourth time.
But by the time the season had to end prematurely, Eagles were sitting atop the standings of the
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premier four-day competition with 28 points, having
won five of the six matches they played.
Mountaineers were, however, breathing in the
neck of the log-leaders, sitting in second place with
23 points garnered from their four victories out of
five games.
Having failed to win a single Logan Cup match
last season, Tuskers had managed to make amends
in the 2019/20 campaign, winning two of the six
matches they managed to play before the pandemic
disrupted the competition.
Rhinos were once again likely to finish the season as also-rans, with their only two wins coming at
the expense of Rangers, the rookie side making their
first-class bow.
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And it was without doubt a baptism of
fire for the youthful Rangers – a side
from the Alistair Campbell High Performance Programme – whose best result
was the drawn match against Tuskers.
While the pre-season saw Masakadza and Mutizwa retiring and later taking up roles as director of cricket
and umpire respectively, the annulled
campaign also happened to be the last
for Trevor Garwe.
He will be a great loss to Eagles,
as for most of the last 15 years he has
spearheaded their bowling attack and
taken well over 200 wickets in all firstclass cricket, as well as scoring well
over 2 000 runs.
His highest score in first-class cricket was 117 and his best bowling figures six for 65.
Garwe also took well over 100
wickets in all one-day cricket, and was
known as one of the best death bowlers in the country.
He was perhaps most unfortunate to make only one international
appearance, an ODI against Kenya in
2009/10.
Garwe has since joined the Zimbabwe national women’s team as bowling coach.

2019/20 LOGAN CUP POINTS TABLE
TEAM		

M

W

L

T

D

PT

Eagles			
Mountaineers
Tuskers		
Rhinos			
Rangers		

6
5
6
5
6

5
4
2
2
0

1
1
3
3
5

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1

28
23
16
12
4

*These were the standings at the time the 2019/20 domestic season was annulled

2019/20 LOGAN CUP RESULTS
Match 1: 12-15 December 2019 at Harare Sports Club
Rhinos (118 & 156) v Eagles (377-9d)
Eagles won by an innings and 103 runs
Match 2: 12-15 December 2019 at Old
Hararians
Mountaineers (239 & 311-6d) v Tuskers
(156 & 150)
Mountaineers won by 244 runs
Match 3: 18-21 December 2019 at Harare
Sports Club
Rangers (221 & 214) v Eagles (106 &
330-9)
Eagles won by one wicket
Match 4: 18-21 December 2019 at
Takashinga
Mountaineers (230 & 352) v Rhinos (269
& 308)
Mountaineers won by five runs
Match 5: 27-30 December 2019 at Harare
Sports Club
Rhinos (144 & 320) v Rangers (248 & 94)
Rhinos won by 122 runs
Match 6: 27-29 December 2019 at
Takashinga
Tuskers (193 & 241) v Eagles (261 & 1753)
Eagles won by seven wickets
Match 7: 3-5 January 2020 at Takashinga
Rangers (242 & 90) v Mountaineers (254
& 84-3)
Mountaineers won by seven wickets
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Match 8: 29-31 January 2020 at Queens
Sports Club
Tuskers (106 & 225) v Rhinos (103 &196)
Tuskers won by 32 runs
Match 9: 20-22 February 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Mountaineers (182 & 245) v Eagles (307
& 124-4)
Eagles won by six wickets
Match 10: 20-21 February 2020 at Old
Hararians
Rangers (128 & 151) v Tuskers (232 &
51-1)
Tuskers won by nine wickets
Match 11: 26-28 February 2020 at Old
Hararians
Rhinos (406) v Rangers (146 & 89 (f/o))
Rhinos won by an innings and 171 runs
Match 12: 26-28 February 2020 at Harare Sports Club
Tuskers (214 & 79) v Eagles (119 & 1778)
Eagles won by two wickets
Match 13: 3-6 March 2020 at Old Hararians
Mountaineers (464) v Eagles (162 & 205
(f/o))
Mountaineers won by an innings and 97
runs
Match 14: 3-6 March 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Rangers (243 & 241) v Tuskers (292 &
123-3)
Match drawn
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DOMESTIC CRICKET: PRO50 CHAMPIONSHIP

T

uskers appeared well on
course to win the List A competition before the coronavirus cut short the 2019/20 domestic season.
After what turned out to be the
very last round of the Pro50 Championship, the Bulawayo-based
side had not lost any of their five
matches, only failing to get maximum points in their game against
Eagles that had to be abandoned
without a ball being bowled due to
rain.
Although they lost their only
match to Tuskers, Mountaineers
were not far off in second and
they were likely to take it all the
way to the wire had the season
been completed.
Naturally, the campaign started off with the defending champions Eagles – who in the previous season had not lost a single
match – as the favourites for the
one-day silverware.
But after going down to two

heavy defeats at the hands of
Mountaineers in their first two
matches, a double-header affair,
the Stuart Matsikenyeri-coached
side had their work cut out.
Eagles won their next two
matches and their very last was
washed out before the COVID-19
pandemic rendered all results null
and void.
Rhinos were out of sorts again
in the white-ball competition,
managing only a single victory –
over Rangers – in their five matches and they were a distant fourth,
out of contention for the coveted
trophy, by the time action was
called off.
For Rangers, it was another
campaign to forget.
The academy side did not win
a single match again and the only
time they did not lose was when
their match against Mountaineers
at their Old Georgians home was
abandoned without a ball being
bowled due to a wet outfield.

2019/20 PRO50 CHAMPIONSHIP POINTS TABLE
TEAM

M

W

L

T

D

PT

NRR

Tuskers
M’ntaineers
Eagles		
Rhinos		
Rangers

5
5
5
4
5

4
3
2
1
0

0
1
2
3
4

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
1

11
9
7
2
1

1.895
1.065
-0.228
-0.528
-2.345

*These were the standings at the time the 2019/20 domestic season was annulled
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The 2019/20 Pro50 Championship campaign started off with the defending champions Eagles – who in the previous season had not lost a
single match – as the favourites for the one-day silverware

2019/20 PRO50 CHAMPIONSHIP
RESULTS

Rangers (169) v Tuskers (117-2)
Tuskers won by eight wickets (D/L method)

Match 1: 4 February 2020 at Harare Sports
Club
Mountaineers (289-7) v Eagles (160)
Mountaineers won by 129 runs

Match 5: 8 February 2020 at Harare Sports
Club
Rhinos (141-7) v Eagles (143-1)
Eagles won by nine wickets (D/L method)

Match 2: 4 February 2020 at Queens Sports
Club
Rangers (148) v Tuskers (149-2)
Tuskers won by eight wickets

Match 6: 8 February 2020 at Takashinga
Mountaineers (181-6) v Tuskers (183-1)
Tuskers won by nine wickets

Match 3: 5 February 2020 at Harare Sports
Club
Mountaineers (234) v Eagles (175)
Mountaineers won by 58 runs (D/L method)
Match 4: 5 February 2020 at Queens Sports
Club
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Match 7: 10 February 2020 at Old Georgians
Eagles (252-6) v Rangers (141)
Eagles won by 111 runs
Match 8: 10 February 2020 at Harare Sports
Club
Mountaineers (279-8) v Rhinos (269-5)
Mountaineers won by 10 runs

Match 9: 12 February 2020 at Old Georgians
Rangers v Mountaineers
Match abandoned without a ball bowled
Match 10: 12 February 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Tuskers (161) v Rhinos (112)
Tuskers won by 49 runs
Match 11: 14 February 2020 at Old Hararians
Eagles v Tuskers
Match abandoned without a ball bowled
Match 12: 14 February 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Rhinos (198-7) v Rangers (203)
Rhinos won by 10 runs (D/L method)
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INTERNATIONAL CRICKET

T

hree Tests, five ODIs and 15 T20Is
– that pretty much sums up Zimbabwe’s international action in
2019/20.
Yet, in a season truncated by off-field
issues, the number of tours undertaken
by the senior men’s side wasn’t bad at all.
But in a sport judged on national team
performances, the same can’t be said
of Zimbabwe’s results during the period
under review.
A disastrous tour of the Netherlands
and Ireland in June-July perhaps served
as a harbinger for the troubled year that
awaited our game.
After getting shredded on the field of
play by the European sides, then came
the suspension of Zimbabwe’s membership by the ICC.
Barred from participating in the
ICC T20 World Cup Qualifier and other
ICC-sanctioned events, the future of our
game looked bleak.
Then came the huge relief when Bangladesh invited Zimbabwe for a T20I triangular series that also involved Afghanistan
as the third team.
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Zimbabwe players and technical support staff pose for the official team photo for the Test series versus Sri Lanka at Harare Sports Club

At that stage merely playing was a victory for Zimbabwe, but after a few impressive performances Lalchand Rajput’s charges realised, as did the world,
they could have won the tri-series.
Unfortunately, they came just a little short in two
of their matches and left Bangladesh wondering
what could have been after beating Afghanistan in
their last T20I encounter.
That happened to be Zimbabwe’s first ever win
over Afghanistan in the shortest format of the game.
And it was befitting to have Hamilton Masakadza
single-handedly delivering that victory in his very last
international game before he retired.
From Bangladesh, Zimbabwe proceeded to Singapore for another T20I tri-series with the hosts and
Nepal.
Despite travelling with a fairly inexperienced
squad, Zimbabwe were still expected to breeze
through to the title.
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But that was not to be as Zimbabwe were shocked
by Singapore in the second T20I.
They however recovered to win the tri-series.
The ICC reinstated Zimbabwe in October, but
their next action only came three months later when
Sri Lanka visited Harare for two Tests.
The tourists easily won the first match but they
had to fight hard to eke out a draw in the second.
After that series, Zimbabwe then left for Bangladesh for a one-off Test match before the two sides
clashed in a limited-overs series.
It’s one series that Zimbabweans would want to
forget quickly and only remember for the emergence
of talented all-rounder Wesley Madhevere.
That turned out to be Zimbabwe’s last dance on
the international arena in the 2019/20 season, with
the home tour against Ireland scheduled for April
being postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic
ravaging the world.
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2019/20 INTERNATIONAL RESULTS
ZIMBABWE IN NETHERLANDS

Ireland (171-9) v Zimbabwe (172-2)
Zimbabwe won by eight wickets

ODI Series

ZIMBABWE IN BANGLADESH

Match 1: 19 June 2019 at Deventer
Zimbabwe (205-8) v Netherlands (208-3)
Netherlands won by seven wickets

T20I Triangular Series

Match 2: 21 June 2019 at Deventer
Zimbabwe (290-6) v Netherlands (291-7)
Netherlands won by three wickets
T20I Series
Match 1: 23 June 2019 at Rotterdam
Netherlands (199-6) v Zimbabwe (150)
Netherlands won by 49 runs
Match 2: 25 June 2019 at Rotterdam
Netherlands (152-8) v Zimbabwe (152)
Match tied (Zimbabwe won the one-over
eliminator)
ZIMBABWE IN IRELAND
ODI Series
Tour Match: 29 June 2019 at Eglinton
Ireland A (283-9) v Zimbabwe (256)
Ireland A won by 27 runs
Match 1: 1 July 2019 at Bready
Zimbabwe (254-9) v Ireland (258-6)
Ireland won by four wickets
Match 2: 4 July 2019 at Belfast
Ireland (242-9) v Zimbabwe (237-9)
Ireland won by five runs
Match 3: 7 July 2019 at Belfast
Zimbabwe (190) v Ireland (191-4)
Ireland won by six wickets
T20I Series
Match 1: 10 July 2019 at Belfast
Ireland v Zimbabwe
Match abandoned without a ball bowled
Match 2: 12 July 2019 at Bready
Zimbabwe (132-8) v Ireland (134-1)
Ireland won by nine wickets
Match 3: 14 July 2019 at Bready
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Tour Match: 11 September 2019 at
Fatullah
Bangladesh Cricket Board XI (142-7) v
Zimbabweans (144-3)
Zimbabweans won by seven wickets
Match 1: 13 September 2020 at Dhaka
Zimbabwe (144-5) v Bangladesh (148-7)
Bangladesh won by three wickets
Match 2: 14 September 2020 at Dhaka
Afghanistan (197-5) v Zimbabwe (169-7)
Afghanistan won by 28 runs
Match 3: 18 September 2019 at Chattogram
Bangladesh (175-7) v Zimbabwe (136)
Bangladesh won by 39 runs
Match 4: 20 September 2019 at Chattogram
Afghanistan (155-8) v Zimbabwe (156-3)
Zimbabwe won by seven wickets
ZIMBABWE IN SINGAPORE
T20I Triangular Series
Match 1: 27 September 2019 at Singapore
Nepal (132-6) v Zimbabwe (133-5)
Zimbabwe won by five wickets

Test Series
Match 1: 19-23 January 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Zimbabwe (358 & 170) v Sri Lanka (5159d & 14-0)
Sri Lanka won by 10 wickets
Match 2: 27-31 January 2020 at Harare
Sports Club
Zimbabwe (406 & 247-7d) v Sri Lanka
(293 & 204-3)
Match drawn
ZIMBABWE IN BANGLADESH
Test
Tour Match: 18-19 February 2020
Zimbabweans (291-7d) v Bangladesh
Cricket Board XI (288-5)
Match drawn
Only Test: 22-25 February 2020 at
Dhaka
Zimbabwe (265 & 189) v Bangladesh
(560-6d)
Bangladesh won by an innings and 106
runs
ODI Series
Match 1: 1 March 2020 at Sylhet
Bangladesh (321-6) v Zimbabwe (152)
Bangladesh won by 169 runs
Match 2: 3 March 2020 at Sylhet
Bangladesh (322-8) v Zimbabwe (318-8)
Bangladesh won by four runs

Match 2: 29 September 2019 at Singapore
Singapore (181-9) v Zimbabwe (177-7)
Singapore won by four runs

Match 3: 6 March 2020 at Sylhet
Bangladesh (322-3) v Zimbabwe (218)
Bangladesh won by 123 runs (D/L
method)

Match 3: 1 October 2019 at Singapore
Zimbabwe (160-6) v Nepal (120-9)
Zimbabwe won by 40 runs

T20I Series

Match 4: 3 October 2019 at Singapore
Singapore (167-7) v Zimbabwe (168-2)
Zimbabwe won by eight wickets
SRI LANKA IN ZIMBABWE

Match 1: 9 March 2020 at Dhaka
Bangladesh (200-3) v Zimbabwe (152)
Bangladesh won by 48 runs
Match 2: 11 March 2020 at Dhaka
Zimbabwe (119-7) v Bangladesh (120-1)
Bangladesh won by nine wickets
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